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A section of YSIICSB staff during the dialogue session.
Inset: Datuk Khalil addressing the crowd
"There is no victimisation in YS/ICSB,·
said State Secretary, Datuk (Datu) Khalil
b. Datuk Hj. Jamalul, who is also the Acting
Director of Yayasan Sabah in a dialogue
session with staff of YS/ICSB held at the
YS Mini Theatre on April 22.
Datuk Khalil said staff should not listen to
speculations and rumours about senior
staff getting replaced or retrenched. "No
one will be retrenched,· he said.

Datuk Khalil explained that certain key posts
have been realigned but the affected Heads
of Divisions will be given specific responsi·
bilities and meaningful tasks.
He stressed that for as long he is the care·
taker of Yayasan Sabah, he would continue
to protect the interests of the staff.
He urged all.staff to work together to make
Yayasan Sabah a more dynamic organisation to better serve the people of Sabah.

PASARIA PEMBANGUNAN INSAN
Some of us who are busily passing the corridors
of the 6th floor of the Yayasan Sabah building
would not have noticed the signboard that reads
'Centre for Borneo Studies'. A few might have
given a quick glance at the signboard which
stands ignored by those passing by. And the
rest may not even know that the CBS exists.
Here are some information to throw some light
on its existence and purpose.

Pengarah Yayasan Sabah/Pengerusi Eksekutif ICSB YB Datuk Dr. Jeffrey G. Kitingan [tengah) melawatgerai Pembangunan
Insan sempena Pelancaran Buku 'Berganding Tangan Ke Arah Masyarakat Berdikari" pada 5 Februari.

The Centre for Borneo Studies(CBS) isadivision
of Yayasan Sabah. It is established in order to
improve the awareness and understanding of
the environment and resources of the Bor
region to the people of Sabah in particular arlO
Malaysia as a whole. To further improve the
knowledge of the Borneo region the CBS
undertakes, coordinates and facilitates local and
regional research in both the social and physical
sciences. It would collect, classify and make
available information on Borneo to researchers,
planners and the public. The CBS plans to
develop the Tun Haji Mohd. Fuad Stephens
Library into an internationally recognised centre
on Borneo studies. It would also act as a
research consultant on matters relating to the
Borneo region.
Although the CBS at present stands silently at
the 6th floor, the future would see it buzzing with
activities and playing an important role in
enhancing the Borneo region to the rest of the
world.

Pengumuman

DISCHARGE YOUR
DUTIES EFFICIENTLY
SAYS VINCENT CHUNG
Twenty-eight staff from various divisions and
departments of ICSB who attended a three-day
in-house seminar on "File and Record" held at
the YS Multi-Vision Room were told to discharge
their duties efficiently and conscientiously by
ICSBAdministration and Personnel Group Manager Encik Vincent Chung.
Encik Vincent Chung who spoke at the close of
the three-day seminar on March 10, said staff
who are still encountered with work problems
~"'''uld find room to improve themselves with the
. )ired knowledge.
He also urged those who frequently made mistakes in their work to practise accuracy and
consistency.
Encik Chung later presented the certificates to
the participants.
The seminar was organised by the Training Unit
of the ICSB Administration and Personnel
Department.

WARGATUA
LAWAT
KOTA KINABALU
Wargatua bersama Kelua Penggerak, Encik Kanul Gindol
di perkarangan Muzium Negeri

Lima wargatua dari Kampung Pituru dan
Kampung Pangi, Kota Belud telah membuat
lawatan sehari ke Kota Kinabalu pada 22
Disember lalu. Antara tempat yang dilawati
ialah Bangunan Ibu pejabat Yayasan Sabah
dan Muzium Negeri. Turut serta dalam lawatan
tersebut ialah Timbalan Pengerusi JKKK
Kampung Pituru, Encik Adar Jadam.
Wargatua PPI Peturu bergambar kenangan bersama Kelua
Pemudahcara PPI Pi/uru, Dr. Lungkiam DambuJ. Kanan
sekali Encik Adar Jadam

Tiga dari lima wargatua dari Kg. Pituru dan Kg. Pangi
yang terlibat dalam lawatan ke Kota Kinabalu

TAKLIMAT DENGAN PENUNTUT
ASRAMA YS RANAU

Perlawanan boJasepak persahabalan di antara kaidtangan Yayasan Sabah
dengan penuntul asrama. Kaidtangan YS menang 2-0

Jabatan Kebajikan telah mengadakan lawatan
dua hari ke Asrama Yayasan Sabah Ranau
bermula dari 21 Januari yang lalu.
Tujuan lawatan tersebut ialah untuk memberi
taklimat kepada para penuntut asrama.
Lawatan tersebut terdiri daripada enam orang
kakitangan jabatan tersebut dengan diiringi oleh
Pengurus PPI Kawasan, PengawasAsramadan
beberapa orang kakitangan pejabat kawasan
tersebut.
Antara lain acara yang diadakan ialah
perlawanan bola sepak diantara para penuntut
dan kakitangan Yayasan Sabah, persembahan
nyanyian, sajak dan koir. Acara kemuncak pada
malam pertama ialah berbalas pantun di antara
kakitangan Yayasan Sabah dan para penuntut
asrama tersebut.
Taklimat tersebut telah disampaikan oleh
Timbalan Pengurus Kebajikan, Encik HasC'~"
Hj. Momong. Antara lain taklimat itu mel" .
"Tugas dan Tanggungjawab Pejabat Kawasan
dan Pengawas Asrama" dan "Panduan
Peraturan-Peraturan Asrama dan Peranan
Penuntut Asrama Yayasan Sabah."

Encik Hassan Hj. Momong memberi lakJimal kepada para penunlul
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·Petj;~ffi;p~ln
(i~rigarii'p~ritlhtutAsrama ys\raffll~hi'
oleh Rosermal)' Llm & Fauziah $ulaiman

Satu rombongan yang terdiri daripada pegawaipegawai dari Jabatan Kebajikan, Bahagian
Pembangunan Pelajaran, Pengurus PPI Kuala
Penyu dan Pengurus PPI Beaufort telah
mengadakan perjumpaan dengan penuntutpenuntut asrama YS Wilayah Persekutuan
Labuan pada 21 dan 22 Januari lalu .
Rombongan yang diketuai oleh Pengurus
Kebajikan, Encik Dollah Hj. Mahmood, telah
mengadakan perlawanan persahabatan bola
sepak dengan para penuntut sebagai 'icebreaker.'
Pada sebelah malamnya,beberapa acara telah
dipersembahkan oleh penuntutasrama tersebut.
Antara laintermasuklahacara nyanyian,lakonan,
sajak dan berbalas pantun.
Pada hari kedua taklimat telah diadakan untuk
oarapenuntutoleh EncikDollahdanjuga Pegawai
')ajikan, Encik Roger Balakan. Mereka telah
1,J1oeripenerangan mengenai pengurusan
asrama, peraturan-peraturan asrama dan
peranan penuntut asrama Yayasan Sabah.
Penuntut juga diberi peluang untuk
menyampaikan soalan mengenai masalah yang
dihadapi oleh mereka.
Pada amnya perjumpaan terse but telah
membantu memberi keyakinan kepada mereka
untuk terus maju dalam pelajaran.

COMPETENCY BASED EDUCATION (C.B.E.)
Competency Based Education (C.B.E.) or nontraditional system of education is defined by the
Institutefor People Development consultant from
the Associationof Canadian Community Colleges
(ACCC), Mr. Charles Joyner, as a learning
process in which the primary concern is the
student's demonstrated
attainment of
competence.
Heexplained thatwhile the admissionfor students
is once a year in a conventional system of
education, the C.B.E. system allows students to
be admitted at any time during the year provided
that space is available. According to him
registration is once a year or in some cases
biannually in the conventional system but in
competency based education registration is once
a month prior to the start of the programme. He
said, while class schedule in a conventional
system has a fixed starting date for all students
as well as a rigid class schedule to be maintained
throughout the semester, competency based
education has a flexible schedule based on the
availability of facilities and instructor. Teaching
methodology in the conventional system is
teachercentredwhile the C.B.E.system isstudent
focused, he added.

education allows students to complete their
training as fast as they possibly can. According
to him C.B.E. is centred around the student's
strengths, needs and learning styles. It is a very
personalisedsystemof learninginwhich students
learn at their own rate and pace. Students start
at their level of skill and knowledge based on the
demonstrated competenciesof learningacquired
elsewhere,' he emphasized.
He added that recognition of learning mastery is
given to students upon demonstration of
successful completion of the competencies
required in each instructional module.
On a question as to which programmes are best
suited to competency based education, Mr.
Joyner clarified that all programmes preparing
learners for a specific occupation may be
developed into competency based format.
'Technical and vocational programs including
engineering technologies, trades, crafts, applied
arts, medical technologies, accounting,
secretarial and other specific occupations are
best suited to the competency based format,' he
said. However, the competency based format
he said, is not readily suited for educational
programmes having a great deal of theory,
abstract concepts and philosophy.

Mr. Joyner explained that in the conventional
system of education lecture is delivered to a
Mr. Joyner emphasised that teachers playa very
large group of students but in the C.B.E. system
the teacher serves as a resource when students - significant role in competency based education
programmes. Competencies, he said,are clearly
require clarification of learning materials or skills
demonstration. 'Quality instructional materials
specified and learning is supported by
provide the basis for students learning and
individual or small groups of students receive
assistance from the teacher when such help is
required,' he emphasised.
He stressed that evaluation in the conventional
system is according to class performance, that is
regardless of evaluation results the teacher
proceed to the next topic in the programme. In
the competency based education system
evaluation is objective, criteria based, written
examinations and demonstrated competence in
each module before proceeding to new learning.
Certification in the conventional method is
awarded annually to successful students but in
the C.B.E. system iUsawardedwhen the students
complete all competency requirements in the
programme, he said.

instructional materials allowing students to
proceed at their own pace.
'The teacher's role shifts from the traditional
authoritarian source of knowledge to that of a
resource person monitoring and managing
student centred learning. Teachers are available
to individuals or small groups of students for
clarification of concepts and demonstration of
skills. Traditional classes and lecturers are
replaced byconsultationsor tutorials. The teacher
monitors students' progress and verifies the
attainment of competencies through an
evaluation process which includes written?- ,
demonstrated learning,' he explained.
He, however, cautioned that because
competency based programmes are self-paced,
learner centred and task specific, students must
have sufficient maturity, motivation and
determination to pursue studies on their own.
'Students accustomed to regimentation and
authoritarianism as a subsitute for selfdetermination and motivation will have difficulties
adjusting to the freedom associated with
competency based education,' he said.
Transition of students from the traditional,
regimented and authoritarian education
programmes to the non-traditional format of
competency based education, he said, may be
facilitated by an orientation programme involving
students, teachers, guidance counselors 0"'"
others.

"On going support for student learning must be
included in the organization and management of
C.B.E. programmes. Students entering C.B.E.
programmes must have the required pre-requisite
competencies in general education subjects
such as English and Mathematics," he added.
On a question as to where and when did
Competency Based Educationl originate, Mr.
Joyner said that the underpinning of competency
based education is a process of developing a
curriculum known by the acronym DACUM. "Like
horse and carriage, DACUM and Competency
Based Education are two elements combining
together to provide instruction focusing on the
learner, on competencies relevant to specific
occupations and on student performance," he
said.
According to him, DACUM started with the Iowa
Job Corps in Clinton, Iowa in 1965. "In 1968, two
""\rovinces in Canada applied the DACUM
voncept. British Columbia (B.C.) on the west
coast used the DACUM technique to revise
Province wide vocational curricula. Transition
from the curriculum development phase through
to implementation of self-paced Competency
Based Education has not been universally
accepted in B.C. despite the fact that excellent
instructional materials and program have been
produced," he said.
"Prince Edward Island in the east, was the first
Province to make a transition from traditional
education to competency based, self-paced
education. Dr. Donald Gledenning, President of
Holland College was in the fortunate position of
establishing a new college in Canada's smallest
Province. The college was designed, developed
and staffed for Competency Based Education.
~'om 1969 to the present, Holland College

continues to operate using Competency Based
Education," he stressed.
He said in the mid seventies Humber College in
Toronto, Ontario began using the DACUM
approach to curriculum development. Many of
the twenty-two colleges in Ontario, he said, have
implemented C.B.E. in selected occupational
programs. He added that research and
development conducted at Humber College led
to the creation of a DACUM Exchange service
as a resource centre for information and
occupational profiles on an impressive range of
occupations.
Mr. Joyner explained that around 1977 interest
in Competency Based Education spread to the
United States.
"The National Centre for Research in Vocational
Education (NCRVE) at Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio served as the springboard for
C.B.E. development in the U.S. Through training
sessions in the DACUM process, the NCRVE
further spread the concept of DACUM and C.B.E.
through many States and beyond.
"In the eighties, the DACUM process had spread
to NewZealand, Australia, Hong Kong, Indonesia
and Malaysia. Continuing interest in the DACUM
process appears to be strong," he stressed.
In an effort to improve its present system, the
Institute for People Development (IPD) is
adopting the Competency Based Education
(C.B.E.)
IPD Group Manager/Principal, Dr. Libin K.
Rampasan, stated this when he and a Yayasan
Sabah Management group (including Executive

Secretary Cum Group Manager Administration
and Personnel Division, Puan Juliana Siton, and
Financial Controller, Encik Edwin Nelson Tan)
returned from a 2-week study tour in Canada
recently.
"At present IPD is following the traditional system
of education which is centred around the teacher,
course content and fixed class schedule," said
Dr. Libin.
Meanwhile, IPD instructors from the various
programmes who were among the study tour
group made various comments about its
implementation in IPD.
IPD Acting Manager for the School of Technical
and Vocational Studies, Encik Millon Saminggau,
who is in-charge of implementing the C.B.E.
system at the Institute said, the process of
preparing for its implementation has already been
started. He said, the insufficient instructors and
facilities may slowdown the C.B.E. implementation
in this Institute. He, however, believes that the
Institute can implement about 10 percent of it this
year and possibly 100percent when the Institute's
permanent campus is ready by the year 1995.
Head of IPD Building and Contruction Technology
Programme, Encik Rosidin Sulukan, said that he
can only implement 5 percent of it inhis programme
this year as sufficient instructors and required
facilities are still not enough.
English language instructor, Encik KarimSamsuri,
agreed that the C.B.E. system is good but the
Institute needs to have sufficient instructors and
facilities for its successful implementation. He
said despite the constraints, IPD will somehow
have to start the system. " Ifwe do not do so, itmay
never get started," he added.
Automotive Technology programme head, Encik
Matthew Chong, on the other hand, mentioned
the need for sufficient number of required
instructors and facilities for the C.B.E.
implementation. He said the entry qualification
for students may also be reviewed to ensure that
only competent students will be accepted.
A senior Wood Technology Programme Instructor
also agreed the need for the Institute to overcome
its manpower and facilities problem before it can
be successfully implemented in this Institute. He
stressed that the C.B.E. system can be
implemented in stages beginning this year.
Yayasan Sabah has an agreement with the
Association of Canadian Community Colleges
(ACCC) which among other things provide for the
ACCC to help the Institute develop its curriculum
as well as train its instructors.
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Table 1

YAYASAN SABAH
HEALTH CARE
SERVICES
AND ITS
EFFECTIVENESS

Yayasan Sabah has been providing health care
services to the remote and inaccessible parts of
Sabah since 1975 with the introduction of the
Sabah Foundation Flying Doctor Service (FDS).
The main objective then was to improve the
"quality of life" through improved health status of
the rural poor and to complement and supplement the services provided by the State Medical
and Health Services Department. Since then the
Flying Doctor Team have been visiting a number
of villages throughout the State providing curative care (outpatient) and immunization. The
number of villages visited by the team were
gradually reduced from 64 at one stage to the
present 36 centres (Table 1). At the time of this
paper the actual number of centres visited by the
Flying Doctor unit is 25 while the rest are visited
by the Mobile Clinic using Four Wheel Drive
Vehicles. The main reason for the reduction and
the change in the mode of transportation is the
accessibility of some of the villages and to cut
operating cost. Community Health Clinics and
Health Centres have also been built on or nearby
some of the villages that prompted Yayasan
Sabah to delimit them.

To date, 583,581 patients have directly benefited from the program at the cost of nearly
RM14 million. This roughly amounts to an annual operating expenditure of about RMO.73
million since 1975 (19 years ago). Apart from
curative care, the team also performed vaccination and emergency evacuation of patients to the
nearest hospital when necessary. Health education in the form of personal advice and free
posters were also given.
From 1992, the Mobile Clinic has taken over 13
villages thus changing the mode of tranportation
from the use of helicopter to four wheel drive

Annual Expenditure and Total Number of
Patients Seen by FDS from 1975 to 1993
Year

No. of
Villages

Total No. of
Visit/year

No. of patient
treated

1975

63

342

19.763

}

1976

64

410

31.447

}

1977

64

446

38,232

}

1978

64

473

36.361

}

1979

64

495

40.633

1980

64

478

40.434

1981

64

468

40,223

1982

62

478

44.825

1983

62

435

46.615

1984

62

404

38.535

1985

62

379

31.089

1986

56

343

26.628

1987

48

246

13.742

1988

48

259

21,028

1989

46

289

24,883

1990

46

268

23.513

1991

44

207

23.404

#1992

#40

#253

#21.960

#1993

#36

#253

#20.226

vehicles. This move has greatly reduced the
operating expenses of the FDS.

The achievements above might be small compared to those of the Sabah Medical and Health
Services Department but are significant. One
dare not think of the consequences to the rural
communities had YS not introduced the FDS to
them. Yet the more important question is not the
number of patients seen nor the operational cost
but the ability of Yayasan Sabah to improve the
health status of the rural community. After all this
is the main reason why the FDS was launched in
the first place. Have our target groups enjoyed
better health status compared to the other villages that were not visited by the FDS or Mobile
Clinic? This is indeed a pertinent question since
YS has been providing health care service to
these communities for the last 19 years or for
almost 2 decades now. It is also timely that the
approach be examined in light of the motto
"Health for all by the year 2000' as adopted by
the World Health Organization.

lation is improving or not, certain measurements
need to be taken before a programme is implemented. In health, these measurements or
indicators include infant mortality rates, toddler's
mortality rates, nutritional status of children and
pregnant women, birth weight and morbidity
rates among the target groups. Any chanr .
these rates would enable planners to knuvV
whether they are improving the health of the
target group or otherwise. Improved health
status mean the reduction in infant mortality
rates, reduced morbidity rates, better nutritional
status of nursing mothers and children and an
improvement in the birth weight of newborn
babies. However, since none of these were
measured in the beginning it is impossible to
determine the exact impact made on the health
status. The only alternative left is for us to
subjectively compare the health of the target
villages from other villages not visited by the
team. This can be done by comparing the
disease trend or by going into the Villages and
see their health condition first hand.
Table 2 and 3 shows the ten commonest diseases noted by the Mobile Clinic from the village
centres formerly visited by the FDS for nearly

two decades and the five pilot projects for the
People Development Centres respectively. From
the tables it can be seen that the pattern of
illnesses is similar in both cases. Both are still
characterized by infectious diseases despite the
former being visited by the medical team for
more than a decade. Preventable diseases
such as diarrhoeal diseases, worm infestation,
anaemias and skin infections or infestations
should not be prevalent among the villages frequented by the medical team. Yet it persists to
be among the top ten diseases. These diseases
are basically due to poor hygiene and poor water
supply. This shows that the health standard in
the rural areas has not improved that much or is
at par with those areas not regularly visited by
FDS. Thus the services rendered by the FDS
have not done much to improve the health status
and thus the quality of life for the rural community.

Another subjective way of determ ining whether
the health status of the target centres has improved is to visit the villages and see the actual
condition for themselves. You may also want to
ask those who usually go there about any
changes in their health status. A visit to the
target centres would enable you to see for
yourself the actual health condition and be able
to compare with other villages not visited by the
FDS. You might then see pot bellied children
with borderline malnutrition, skin infections and
infestation with scabies, head lice and those
who frequently suffers from diarrhoeal and respiratory diseases. You may also encounter
children and young adults with enlarged spleen
due to chronic malaria especially in the remote
areas of Ranau, Kota Marudu and Pensiangan/
Nabawan districts. Other health problem frequently encountered are symptoms and signs

Table 2
Commonest
Illness Seen by The Mobile Clinic Team from
FDS Centres Accessible by Road [July to December 1992]
No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Type of Diseases

No.
of Patient

Upper Respiratory Infections
Symptoms, signs and ill define conditions
Worm Infestations
Diarrhoeal diseases
Non infectious skin disease
Gastritis, Gastric Uler & Peptic Ulcer Diseases
Malaria
Anemia
Skin infections
OTHERS
Total

1071
974
238
233
184
134
124
109
106
695
3868

%
27.7
25.7
6.2
6.0
4.8
3.5
3.2
2.8
2.7
17.9
100

Table 3
Ten Commonest Illnesses Seen by Mobile Clinic Team At
The Six People Development Programme [Pilot Project] From Jan to Dec 1991
No

Type of Diseases

1
2
3
4

Upper Respiratory Tract Infections
Disease of the Musculo-skeletal Sys
Diarrhoeal Diseases
Gastric and Peptic Ulcer diseases

5

Worm Infestations
Other Respiratory Diseases
Diseases of the Skin
III-defined conditions
Avitaminosis
Influenza

6
7
8
9
10
11

No. of Patient
3355
863
657
484

33.6
8.6
6.6
4.8

461
439
434
400

4.6
4.4
4.3
4.0
3.8
2.9
22.4

383
287
2224

Others
Total

%

9987

100

that are ill defined and occur mostly although not
exclusively among nursing mothers. This includes perennial complaints of headaches and
giddiness that are not due to any specific disease
condition but rather due to the general maternal
depletion syndrome. This syndrome involve
marriage, continuous cycles of pregnancy and
child rearing, inadequate diets during and in
between pregnancy and overwork leading to
anaemia or general under nourishment with premature aging and early death (Williams, CD,
Baumslag N,andJelliffe DB, 1985). Hookworm's
infestation that is prevalent in hot and humid
countries adds to the problem by worsening
anaemia due to poor nutrition.

STAGNANT HEALTH STATUS
AND THEIR REASON
Based on the arguments above the health status
of the target communities have remain stagnant
despite nearly two decades of health intervention at their door steps. This might be an over
statement but the fact remains that there is
simply not much difference in the health status of
the target group and other non targeted villages.
We not only failed to improve their health status
but we also made these people dependent on
the health professionals for almost all of their
health care needs. Thus instead of resting their
tired bodies and muscles, they demand for pills
to cure or prevent the pain (or other diseases for
that matter) from occurring. They also expect
pills and vitamins instead of good and proper
hygiene and nutrition to improve their well being.
Why are we unable to improve the health status
of the rural community? Is it because it cannot be
done or is our approach not right? Basically
there are two main reasons behind this. Firstly
our approach was too 'service oriented' and
secondly the nature of service was primarily
'curative'. Because of the service oriented approach where a certain commodity (in this case
health care) is given free, the consumer or target
group as well as the provider fails to take into
consideration the fact that "health care" cannot
be improved by the provider alone. If the receiver or target group merely becomes a passive
recipient and does nothing else to improve themselves, they should not expect their health status
to improve significantly. Nobody looks after their
own interests better except by themselves including health care. We cannot expect the
health status of our target group to improve
unless they are fully involved in all the health
related activities occurring on their back door.
Full involvement or participation means that the
community is involved in planning, organizing,
implementing and in the overall direction and
control of the health project or activity. This
attitude of expecting others to improve your own
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health can only lead to dependency, feeling of
hopelessness and the perpetuation of the myth
that health care can only be given by health
professionals. This approach also shows our
bias views regarding the community's capability
in their own health care. We simply do not see
them as equal partner in the pursuit of better
health for them but someone who should follow
our teaching with blind faith. Instead of inculcating self reliance and developing their potential,
we try to force our "scientific" knowledge which
may not only be unacceptable to their customs
but may not have real benefit to them.
The other major factor in our inability to improve
the health of the target community is our emphasis on curative care. Imprpved health is therefore equated with curing of illness or diseases. If
this is the case then the goal of improving health
might never be achieved since we can never
hope to eradicate illnesses. Further, the cause
or reason of low standard of health is not because of the presence of certain illness but due
to causes that are not directly related to diseases. These include poor hygiene, poor personal health habits, unsafe water supply, poor
housing and general poverty. Since the problem
is not the presence of illness it seems absurd to
expect curative care to improve their health
status. The curative care approach allows the
medical team to concentrate only on the symptoms as presented by the individual person and
not on the problem faced by the community
(which may have been actual cause of the illness
in the first place). Even if the particular individual
has been cured of certain illness he or she may
succumb to the same as they come back to the
same environment that precipitated or initiated
the original problem. It is only after eliminating
the 'offending environment' that we can hope to
reduce the incidence of illnesses. And it is the
local community who are more capable of re-

moving this offending environment. This is why
improvements will only take place if the community themselves are actively participating.
WHAT HEALTH CARE CAN
YAYASAN SABAH OFFER?
If our objective is to improve health status then
we need to change our approach or methodology in respect to the provision of health care. We
should not be contented with the number of
people who get regular treatment but should be
more concerned on whether the target groups
are improving their health. In this regard we
need to reassess our priority and act accordingly. The Health and Paramedic Services Department is in fact doing this at the moment
where they are revisiting Primary Health Care
(PHC). The PHC that was undertaken by the
Rural Health Education Unit was suspended in
January 1992 due to financial constraint.
To improve the health status of our target group,
we need to focus on improving their capability to
become more self reliant and be more responsible towards their own health. We need to
discard the attitude of providing service only and
put more emphasis on equal partnership with
the community or target group. Although treatment is still necessary and might be the only
services that can be carried out in certain villages due to certain constraint, there is a need to
focus on developing the capability of the 'healthy'
individual or community to stay healthy. Health
problem should not be seen as a disease only
but should be seen as 'human problems' requiring holistic approach rather than treating the
'disease' only. The YS medical and health team
needs to put more emphasis on assessment or
identifying the basic community needs ".. that
contribute to sound physical, emotional, mental
and spiritual health ..." (Khairuddin Yusof et ai,

1989). Health assessment should become the
corner stone for all health're1ated programmes

and activities. Health assessment and other
health related activities need to be done with
active participation from the community. Active
participation also means that the community will
have a say or control over how the program is
implemented. In this way the local community is
taught about the processes of health care
improvement as well as making them aware of
their own ability and potential. Health education
would then be a process of encouraging them to
understand their own problems and to choose
the most appropriate solution for themselves.
This is preferred to the traditional method of
health education where we tell them what to do
or not do, and expect them to accept our words
without reservation. Most health professionals
are now admitting that this "father knows besl"
attitude is not appropriate nor effective in improving health status.
There is also a need to look at the health pre
lems of the community rather than concentrate
on the individual physical symptoms. Although
the individual health is important it should be
seen as a mean rather than the end objective
and is done to achieve closer rapport and confidence. Instead of providing curative care only
the Yayasan Sabah medical team should think
of organizing the community to be more responsive towards the health services provided by the
Sabah Medical and Health Services Department. In this way, we can supplementorcomplement them belter instead of just repeating exactly what they are doing. There is nothing new
on the above suggestion. This is what PHCis all
about and I believe the same principle applies to
the concept of People Development.

GM FORESTRY VISITS TALIWAS

Forestry Division General Manager, Encik Cyril Pinso(lell) explaining a point during his visit to Taliwas Forestry and Recreation Centre Nursery, Lahad Datu on March
26, while picture on the right showing RBJ plantation superintendent Encik Albert I. Ganing(right) stressing some details on tropical hardwood seedlings to Encik Cyril
Pinso(fourth from lell) and group.
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RUMAH TERBUKA WISMA YAYASAN SABAH
SEMPENA HARI RAYA AIDILFITRI1414

Siswa-siswi sedang menjamu se/era sambil berbual-bual,
agaknya masing-masing menanya khabar
Iii

Encik Harun Mohamed, Pendaftar HEP, UTM Jalan Semarak bersama dengan pelajar·
pelajarnya dan En. Sabrin Sindan dari Yayasan Sabah Kota Kinabalu
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En. Patrick Durasik, operator telepon YSKL sedang menyanyi
sebuah lagu diiringi dengan kumpulan muzik dari UKM Bangi
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GERMAN VISITSYS
A German national Mr. Ernst Witte who first hang-glided down from Mount
Kinabalu on March 23, made a return trip to Sabah for a social visit. Ernst
Witte who arrived with a group, visited Yayasan Sabah facilities on March
21. Yayasan Sabah Deputy Director Tengku D. Z. Adlin re..:eivedthe
visitors who were later ushered to view -the Sabah Nature -Club,
Auditorium. Revolving Restaurant and the Helipad.

A Breaking of Fast get-together with the foremen and shift- readers was
organis.ed onMarch4.atSinora
Training Centre,. ThJGeneral Manager/
---Direct<m M r./rancisFllng ang Managers attended the gathering together
---withstalfof all religious background .•-During the brief gathering, the GM/D
mingled and chatted freely with the foremen and shift leaders. About 80 staff
Were present.
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Ernst Witte (right) signing the visitors' book at the Sabah Nature Club
while Tengku Adlin looks on
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,SIMPLE and FAMILY WAY
Story & Photos by Andrew Ho

The 23rd World Forestry Day and Yayasan
Sabah/lnnoprise Corporation Sdn. Bhd. Family
Day in Lahad Datu on March 26, was celebrated
in a simple and family way.
Innoprise Corporation Sdn. Bhd. Forestry Division
General Manager En. Cyril Pinso officiated the
event by releasing a pair of pigeons at Taliwas
Forestry and Recreation Centre, Lahad Datu.
He also planted a tropical hardwood seedling
known as "Octomeles Sumatrana" or locally
known as "Binaung" near the vicinity to mark the
occasion.
Among the highlights of the event included eating
bread hung from a string (with both hands tied to
the back), break-dance competition, needle and
thread competition, horse-riding over a piece of
wood competition, three-legged race, searching
for shoes blindfolded with the aid of a guide
competition and a football match between the
executive and non-executive of Rakyat Berjaya
Sdn. Bhd. (RBJ).
In the football match, executive team led by
Gregory Mosigildefeated the non-executive team
led by Douglas Akong by 2-1 despite interference
of drizzling rain.
The thrilling match saw Jenol Obok of the nonexecutive team scoring the first goal during the
first half. The executive team, however, retaliated
during the second half by getting two goals
through Jenobius G. and Lawrence Frederick.
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Cyril Pinso (left) presents the prizes to winner
of the bread-eating competition

"BERGAN DING TANGAN KE ARAH MASYARAKAT BERDIKARI"

Datuk Dr. Jeffrey cutting the ribbon to mark the launching of the book
Inset: Encik Edward Sung Burongoh presenting the first copy of the book to Datuk Jeffrey
15

"Berganding Tangan Ke Arah Masyarakat
Berdikari" - a compilation of excerpts of
Datuk Dr. Jeffrey G. Kitingan speeches on
People Development since 1988 was
launched at the Yayasan Sabah Auditorium
on February 5. The book complete with
colour photographs was compiled and edited
by YS/ICSB Group Manager, Public Affairs,
Encik Edward Sung Burongoh.
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the Master event. John showed his metal again
in the 5th Peter Stuyevsant Bowling League
where he was the first runner-up in the Individual
Hi-Average. John also did well in the 1st CPS
Bonanza League and the 1st YS/ICSB Invitation
League. Hewas second runner-up in the former
while clinching the first runner-up in the Individual
Hi-Average and champion in the Master of the
YS/ICSB Invitation League.

MALAM
SUKAN
YS/ICSB
Bowler John Paul Sitaim and State badminton
champion, Khoo Chui Eng were declared as the
YS/ICSB Sportsman and Sportswoman of the
Year 1993 during the 2nd Malam Sukan held at
the YS Auditorium Foyer on February 5.
John Paul who is attached to the Accounts and
Finance Department [ICSB] had a string of
achievements in 1993. John, a well known
personality in the bowling circle in town, was the
first runner-up in the Individual Hi-Game plus
handicap in the Inter-Sports and Recreation
Club League. He was also the fifth runner-up in

John, the President of YS/ICSB Bowling Club,
also did remarkably well in the 5th Merdeka
Bowl All Star Bowling Championship. He had a
string of success in the tournament which was
participated by bowlers from Sabah, Sarawak
and Brunei where he bagged the third runner-up
in the Master Event, first runner-up in the Double
and Single and second runner-up for YS/ICSB
Bowling team.
Khoo Chui Eng, who joined the Yayasan Sabah
Sandakan Regional Office in March 1993, has
been playing badminton for the last nine years.
She was the champion for both the ladies single
and doubles during the State Closed Badminton
Tournament held in September. She was also
the champion for bothcategories in the Sandakan
Closed, Sandakan Open and Tawau Open
tournaments.

and Students Badminton Championship for Boys
and Girls under 12, 15 and 18 years.
The club also participated in the 5th YS/ICSB
Inter-District Sports Carnival [PESADA] in
Sandakan and emerged as champion for the
ladies team event and runner-up for the men's
category. In the Corporate Games, the club
emerged first runner-up while in the 4th Merdeka
Cup Badminton Championship, the club was a
quarter -finalist.

The club also organised training sessions for
members in July and August conducted by former
World Champion,
Zhiang Ai Ling, and
successsfully organised a "Honky Tonk Nite".
Prizes for the winners were presented by YS
Deputy Director, Tengku D.Z. Adlin who
represented the Director/Executive Chairman.
Among others, the highlights of the nightwer~'
"Ideal Couple" competition and fashion show.

Khoo, 21, also helped the YS/ICSB team to
second placing in the Corporate Games
organised by Telekom Malaysia in August last
year.
Meanwhile, the Badminton Club was judged as
the YS/ICSB Best Club of the year. The club
which is headed by Encik Andy Majimbun has
organised various tournaments for the staff and
also for the public. Among the noted ones were
the Open Veteran Doubles Tournament for Men

The "Ideal Couple" - Rohani Lee and Ali Omar of
Ping Pong Club in "Pengantin Melayu" modern attire

Juliana and Andrew of Hockey Club
in "Pengantin Melayu Aslf' costume
Jovita and Yunis of Football
Club in Kadazan costume

Kamariah and Saiful of Badminton
Club in Indian traditional costume

